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Aleksandra Zinczuk

 Introduction

The main purpose of the Reconciliation through Difficult Remembrance. Eastern Galicia Project

is to disseminate modern history with its good examples of bringing help despite the toughness

of the 21st century – the century of wars, extermination, fascist movements and totalitarianism,

which had a destructive impact on the life of societies throughout the whole Europe.  In the

current year there will be the 70th anniversary from the time when intensification of the OUN

(The Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists) UPA (The Ukrainian Insurgent Army) nationalist

movement took place in 1944 in Eastern Galicia, where Polish civilians experienced sufferings.

The initiative focuses on finding more instances of positive humane attitude towards others at the

tough time of war and harmful nationalism.

The project applies to spreading of social actions for the benefit  of reinforcement of Polish-

Ukrainian reconciliation by recording the testimonies of Polish-Ukrainian relations and coming

to the aid of each other. This is the last moment to discover the conduct of noble and just people

who rescued the Poles at the time of ethnical cleansing carried out by OUN UPA in 1943-1945

(which took place in Volyhnia and Eastern Galicia) as well as those who rescued Ukrainians  

at  the time of reprisal  actions and evictions (e.g.,  Operation „Vistula”).  Social  project is the

continuation of the research which the Polish-Ukrainian research group started in 2012. Pioneer

expedition and unique project formula fill the gap in research from the time of the Second World

War and modern history as to joint relations of two nations and touch upon the subject of settling

up with  their  own history  and political  remembrance  which  is  much  needed  to  enter  into  

an  international  democratic  debate.  This  year  the  first  Polish-Ukrainian  expedition  will  

be organized to continue the project in the region of former Eastern Galicia (including interviews

with witnesses during the expedition, e.g., Lviv, Drohobych) and the expedition aims at creating

a case study of historically unknown places and people, the analysis of which will be published

in the electronic report (both English and Ukrainian versions will be available).

Since  2012  the  project  carried  out  by  the  Association  „Panorama  of  Cultures”  („Panorama

Kultur”) has been taking place mainly in Ukraine1.  This year researchers apply the method  

of documenting information known as oral history (which is largely based on oral histories and

1For more infromation: http://www.pk.org.pl/publikacje/pojednanie_przez_trudna_pamiec_wolyn1943.pdf     
[ENGLISG VERSION p. 310–398].
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seeking for the witnesses of past events). Collected resources and materials are then animated,

are used as the basis for films and videos in public space as well as in the Internet (social media).

As a result of the collected oral histories, this year there will be made an online iterdisciplinary

report which will be published in the Internet under the open content licence Creative Commons

3.0 Poland.

The principal goal of the programme is to commemorate the victims of massacres in Volyhnia

and Eastern Galicia  as  well  as  heroic  conduct  of  Ukrainians  who rescued Poles  and Poles  

who  rescued  Ukrainians.  The  following  many-sided  polycontextual  contexts  facilitate  

the process: discovery of new facts and documents, e.g., histories of the period between the wars,

post-war  histories  or  histories  of  the  occupational  period;  participation  of  Polish  society  

in commemoration of history in a modern way which is  devoid of hate  speech;  promotion  

of  patriotism;  popularization  of  knowledge about  polyethnic  traditions  of  the  Second Polish

Republic; spreading of historical narration out of concern for creative and skillful application  

of modern technologies.
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Mariusz Sawa

Galicja Eastern Galicia in 1944 (historical outline)

At a certain period in history Galicia along with Volhynia constituted a Ruthenian state,

which came under Polish and Lithuanian rule at the end of the 14th century. As a result of the first

partition  of  the  Polish-Lithuanian  Commonwealth,  Western  and  Eastern  Galicia  fell  under

Austro-Hungarian  rule2.  Since  the  beginning  of  the  19th century,  the  Polish  and  Ruthenian

(Ukrainian) political interests began to overlap here. Both groups counted on the possibility  

of creating their own state within its framework. Both political and cultural cooperation between

the  two  nations  was  common.  However,  what  came  as  a  consequence  of  the  polarization  

of positions, the radicalization of the demands and the solidification of the national interests,

reaching a political agreement was becoming increasingly difficult3. Several attempts of settling

the issue were interrupted by the outbreak of World War I, which both Poles and Ukrainians tried

to use for their own purposes creating military units that were to become the core of the future

state armies. At the end of the WWI, the two nations began, as noted Michael Klimecki, a war

for their homeland – Eastern Galicia4. The capital of the region – Lviv – became for a short time

the headquarters of the authorities of the West Ukrainian People's Republic, united in January

1919  with  the  Ukrainian  People's  Republic  (UNR).  Ukrainians  were  not  satisfied  with  

the agreement signed with Poles in the spring of 1920 according to which Eastern Galicia and

other territories were handed over to Poland at the price of anti-Bolshevik alliance and the UNR

becoming recognised as a state5.  Their  dissatisfaction became even more bitter  when Poland

reached an agreement with Russia in 1921 in Riga without ever consulting it with the democratic

government of Ukraine. Until 1923, before it was decided at an international level that Eastern

Galicia will belong to Poland, some Ukrainians had hoped for an autonomous state being created

2  Turij, O. “Zowniszni ta wnutriszni kordony Hałyczyny 1772–1997”, Nezałeżnyj Kulturnyj Czasopys «Ji», 1997,
11: 4–7.

3  Steblij, F. “Ukrajinci i Polaky Hałyczyny w 30–40 rr. XIX st.: poszuky politycznoho partnerstwa” 
Istoriohraficzni Doslidżennja Ukrajiny 2003: 98-113
 Zaszkilniak, L. „Polsko-ukrajinskyj spir za Hałyczynu na początku XX st.: miż istorycznoju swidomistju ta 
realijamy” Istoriohraficzni Doslidżennja Ukrajiny 2003: 144–155.

4  Klimecki, M. “Ojczyzna dwóch narodów. Polsko-ukraińska wojna o Galicję Wschodnią (1918–1919)” Biuletyn 
IPN 2010, 7–8: 2.

5 R. Tymczenko “Warszawska uhoda 1920 r.: dola Schodnoji Hałyczyny” Ukrajinskyj Istorycznyj Zbirnyk 2011: 
84.
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in the region. On the other hand, Poles – not to annoy Ukrainians and not to lose the case  

of Galicia on the international arena – promised them an autonomy within the Polish state. Then

the mood of both groups were yet again gradually growing more radical. In 1920 Eastern Galicia

was divided into three provinces of Lviv, Stanislawow and Tarnopol. With the outbreak of World

War II it fell under the Soviet occupation and after the German invasion of the Soviet Union 

in June 1941 it was included as one district into the General Government.

 

Ukrainians hoped at that time that the Polish rule over Eastern Galicia would never return, that

there was a chance to establish Ukrainian state, independent of Poland and the Soviet Union.  

In  1944  the  dominant  Ukrainian  force  in  the  region  was  the  Organization  of  Ukrainian

Nationalists  (Orhanizatsiya  Ukrayins'kykh  Natsionalistiv,  OUN) and  the  Ukrainian  Insurgent

Army (Ukrayins’ka Povstans’ka Armiya, UPA), having circa five thousand soldiers. According

to the nationalists, the first enemy which was to be removed and it was possible to do it with

minimal  effort,  were  Poles.  Also  the  German  authorities  were  supportive  of  the  anti-Polish

attitudes in the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. In Eastern Galicia, where the majority 

of the inhabitants were Ukrainians, the Nazis – unlike in other parts of the General Government

– favoured Poles in the administration. The managements of the OUN-B and UPA decided to

gain as much control over the region as possible. At the end of 1943, the killings of Polish

foresters  began6,  but  it  was  as  early as  in  the  mid  1943 when single  murders  of  teachers,  

and priests began. The mass character of the crimes began in the early spring of 1944 7. At the

same time, many Poles, with German help, started to flee to the cities and in the direction of the

west. Until the mid 1944 the number people who fled from Eastern Galicia amounted to circa

300–425,0008. According to the Ukrainian estimates in the first quarter of 1944 5,600 Poles were

killed in Eastern Galicia, while the sources of Polish Home Army (Army Krajowa, AK) give  

the  number  of  6  –  8,0009.  In  February  in  Lviv  Poles  established  the  Social  Committee  

for Support of the Victims of Terror. The charitable organization’s task was to collect money for

the families who had lost their relatives or were the victims of the Ukrainians in any other way. 

It was active in the underground, and was supervised by the Polish government-in-exile based 

in London10.

6  Wiatrowycz, W. Druha polsko-ukrajinska wijna 1942–1947. Kiev, 2011: 157.
7 Motyka, G. Od rzezi wołyńskiej do akcji „Wisła”. Konflikt polsko-ukraiński 1943–1947. Warsaw, 2011: 242–

255.
8 Hryciuk, G.  “Akcje UPA przeciwko Polakom po ponownym zajęciu Wołynia i Galicji Wschodniej przez Armię 

Czerwoną w 1944 roku”  Antypolska akcja OUN-UPA. Fakty i interpretacje. Warsaw, 2002: 102.
9  Filar, W. “Działania UPA przeciwko Polakom na Wołyniu i w Galicji Wschodniej w latach 1943–1944. 

Podobieństwa i różnice” Antypolska akcja OUN-UPA. Fakty i interpretacje. Warsaw, 2002: 54.
10  Iljuszyn, I. Ukrajinska Powstanska Armija i Armija Krajowa. Protistojannja w Zachidnij Ukrajini (1939–1945 

rr.), Kyjiw 2009: 307.
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To a greater extent than in Volhynia, the murders of Poles were preceded by distribution of flyers

urging them to leave the area,  sometimes women and children were spared.  The raids  were

always justified by the propaganda as a retaliation for cooperation of Poles with the Germans,

and often – for murdering Ukrainians11. The units responsible for carrying out the orders were the

local branches of the UPA or the SS Galicia (eg. for murdering the Poles in Huta Pieniacka)12. 

In  Eastern  Galicia  it  was  more  often  than  in  Volhynia  that  Polish  retaliation  or  prevention

operations took place; there were cases of these affecting the innocent13. Until mid-1944, the AK

eliminated half a thousand of the Ukrainians who had been helping Ukrainian nationalists in the

"anti-Polish operations"14. The Polish retaliations resulted in Ukrainian contractions, thus it is

difficult to decide on the basis of the description of the events which operation was an attack, and

which one – a retaliation15. In Eastern Galicia the Hungarian factor was also present. Hungarians

were hoping that the region would belong to Poland, so that their state would not have a border

with the Soviet Union16. As a consequence, during the Polish-Ukrainian fights, there were cases

of cooperation between Poles and Hungarians17. The Ukrainians of Galicia were also affected  

by the German repressions. From the hand of the Nazis they died mostly in public executions.

Grzegorz Motyka,  when quoting  Grzegorz Hryciuk,  mentions  over  one and a  half  thousand

Ukrainian  victims  in  the  period  between  the  autumn  of  1943  and  the  mid-1944  in  Eastern

Galicia18.  The particularity of 1944 in the discussed area was based on the awareness of the

looming confrontation with the Red Army, which took its toll on the local population – both

Polish  and Ukrainian  –  decimating  it  by bombing Galician  towns  in  the  spring  of  1944 19.  

The Home Army with conducting Operation  Tempest (Burza) intended to form armed forces  

in Eastern Galicia, that would be similar to the Volhynin Infantry Division, however the scheme

was  did  not  come into  fruition20.  After  having  invaded  Eastern  Galicia,  the  Soviets  began  

to skillfully use anti-Ukrainian sentiment of Poles to form units that were subordinate to them,

11 Motyka, G. Od rzezi wołyńskiej do akcji „Wisła”. Konflikt polsko-ukraiński 1943–1947: 222, 227.
12  Iljuszyn, I. “Dywizja SS Galizien („Hałyczyna”). Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość 1 (2002): 114.
13  Iljuszyn, I. UPA i AK. Konflikt w Zachodniej Ukrainie (1939–1945): 392.
14 Motyka, G. Od rzezi wołyńskiej do akcji „Wisła”. Konflikt polsko-ukraiński 1943–1947: 203, 204.
15  Sowa, A.L. Stosunki polsko-ukraińskie 1939–1947. Zarys problematyki. Kraków, 2008: 240–241.
16 Motyka, G. Ukraińska partyzantka 1942–1960. , 2008: 272.

17 Protokół SB OUN z 16 kwietnia 1944 r. w sprawie współdziałania Polaków i Węgrów podczas akcji 
antyukraińskich, w: Polska i Ukraina w latach trzydziestych czterdziestych XX wieku. Nieznane dokumenty z 
archiwów służb specjalnych, T. 4, Cz.z2, Warszawa–Kijów 2005, s. 1017.
18 Motyka, G. Ukraińska partyzantka 1942–1960: 223, 224.
19 Hryciuk, G. Przemiany narodowościowe i ludnościowe w Galicji Wschodniej i na Wołyniu w latach 1931–1948. 

Toruń, Wydawnictwo Adam Marszałek, 2005: 243.
20 Iljuszyn, I.  Ukrajinska Powstanska Armija i Armija Krajowa. Protistojannja w Zachidnij Ukrajini (1939–1945 

rr.), Kyjiw 2009: 382, 386.
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which, for obvious reasons, OUN-UPA was not favourable of21. What followed was an increase

in anti-Polish crimes, performed especially upon those who were in some way involved with the

Soviets22, although the orders from UPA in the summer of 1944, spoke of withholding the "anti-

Polish operation." 23

Just like in Volhynia, also in Eastern Galicia, there were cases of humanitarian acts, resulting

mainly from Christian impulses. A very complex issue was the attitude of the Orthodox and

Greek  Catholic  clergy  to  the  killings  of  Poles.  Scarce  and  anecdotal  as  they  were,  cases  

of indifference or support for the crime24 were even more painful and exaggerated considering

the fact that they related to moral attitudes of the representatives of the Christian Churches. One

should bear in mind the complex situation of the feuded Ukrainian Orthodox Churches and also

the Orthodox and the Greek Catholic Church subjected to the occupiers’ policy and the pressure

from the nationalistic circles25. The most expressive opinions denouncing violence came from 

the Metropolitan Archbishop Andrey Sheptytsky, but his calls remained virtually inaudible, just

like similar calls of other Greek Catholic and Orthodox hierarchs26. The Catholic clergy of the

Eastern Rite, both on the top and lower level, were in many cases engaged in Polish-Ukrainian

negotiations and sympathized with or helped Poles. In the circles of the "ordinary" believers one

may even speak of "the Righteous of the Borderland", that is those few Ukrainians who risked

their  lives to rescue Poles27.  Due to the scarcity of sources and records it  is  difficult  today  

to establish the exact nature and scale of help provided. For the three eastern provinces of pre-

war  the Second Polish Republic,  not  only for  1944,  basing on estimates  made by Romuald

Niedzielko we can talk about  356 recorded acts  of  help being provided,  628 survivors,  488

rescuers and 167 people who were murdered for having provided help28. These attitudes were

21 Mazur, G. “Niemcy i Sowieci a antypolska akcja OUN-UPA” Antypolska akcja OUN-UPA. Fakty i interpretacje 
Warsaw, 2002: 132.

22 Hryciuk, G. “Akcje UPA przeciwko Polakom po ponownym zajęciu Wołynia i Galicji Wschodniej przez Armię 
Czerwoną w 1944 roku”  Antypolska akcja OUN-UPA. Fakty i interpretacje: 107.

23 Polacy–Ukraińcy 1943–1945. „Antypolska akcja” OUN i UPA Bandery. Rzeź wołyńsko-galicyjska w 
dokumentach ukraińskich. ed. Zajączkowski, M., Lublin, 2013: 110, 111.

24  Pojizdnyk, I. “Ukraiński Kościół Greckokatolicki wobec konfliktu polsko-ukraińskiego w latach 1939–1946” 
Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość 11, 2007: 155–158.

25  Hałagida, I. “Kościół a konflikt polsko-ukraiński w latach czterdziestych XX wieku. Kościoły wschodnie 
(koreferat)” Wołyń 1943 – Rozliczenie: 122–127; Hałagida, I.  “Losy ukraińskiego duchowieństwa prawosławnego 
i greckokatolickiego w czasie konfliktu polsko-ukraińskiego w latach 1943–1944 (szkic zagadnienia)” Antypolska 
akcja OUN-UPA. Fakty i interpretacje: 86–91.
26 Osadczy, W. “Kościoły wschodnie wobec konfliktu polsko-ukraińskiego w czasie II wojny światowej” Biuletyn 

IPN 1–2, 2009: 69, 70, 75, 76.

27 Pojizdnyk, I. “Ukraiński Kościół Greckokatolicki wobec konfliktu polsko-ukraińskiego w latach 1939–1946”   
Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość 11, 2007: 151, 158–162.
28 Kresowa księga Sprawiedliwych 1939–1945. O Ukraińcach ratujących Polaków poddanych eksterminacji przez 

OUN i UPA ed. Niedzielko, R., Warsaw, 2007: 20, 110–187. Consult also Niedzielko, R. ”Sprawiedliwi 
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even more heroic given into consideration the fact that the terror, fear and pressure from the

OUN-UPA had permeated also into Polish-Ukrainian families29.

Translation: Weronika Nowacka

Mariusz Sawa – historian, his researchers are focused on the 
Polish-Ukrainian relations in Chelm in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, and the Ukrainian political emigration in 
the West after World War II, now he is working on a book 
about Ivan Kedryn-Rudnyckyi. 

[Photo: Basilian Province in Poland]

Ukraińcy” Biuletyn Instytutu Pamięci Narodowej 1–2, 2009: 77–85.
29  E. Siemaszko “Zbrodnie OUN-UPA na Kresach Wschodnich a sytuacja rodzin polsko-ukraińskich” 1943. 

Zbrodnia wołyńska, prawda i pamięć 21 Aug. 2014 <http://www.zbrodniawolynska.pl/czytelnia>  
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Aleksandra Zińczuk

Methodology of the program Reconciliation through difficult remembrance: prospects and
limitations

For Y.

Human existence defines time and its variable vector. Memory is a lens focused on the concept

of consciousness as well as identity30. Jan Maria Kloczowski expresses this idea in a nutshell in

The Philosophy of Dialogue: one, who loses memory, thereby loses the awareness of one’s own

identity. Not only dilemmas of individual and collective memory, religious and national factors,

history  of  conflicts  along  with  cooperation,  mutual  assistance,  and  people’s  attitudes  could

become an absorbing topic of philosophical investigations; they could equally be applicable in

field research. Having been unveiled after the years of concealment and put into practice, they

bring conspicuous results in Poland and Ukraine, triggering fruitful discussions and polemics,

expanding and combining different angles on inter-ethnic and national relations.

Ukrainian issue in Polish politics, chiefly its national aspect, was one of the biggest challenges

for the Second Polish Republic that was in its infancy and just started to shape into a state,

having gained its independence31. […] Battle for Lviv, fights for Galicia, the Volhynian-Galician

Massacres of Polish civilians carried out by Ukrainian nationalists constitute only one part of the

long-lasting arguments being at times a starting point in Polish-Ukrainian matters. The territory

restitution  agenda  regarding  the  lands  that  related  to  Poland  historically  and  economically  

is hardly the only component of the large-scale politics of Polish government. In fact, Western

Galicia was one of the poorest parts of Europe. Data from 1910, though lacking precise criteria,

demonstrates ethnic composition of Galicia: Poles – 47,6 %, Ukrainians – 40,3 %, Jews – 10,9

%, Germans and other nationalities – 1,2 %, whereas in Eastern Galicia: Ukrainians – 71,1 %,

Poles – 14,4 %, Jews – 12,4 %32. The population ratios of towns and villages didn’t correspond. 

30 Jan Maria Kłoczowski, Filozofia dialogu, Poznań 2005, s. 151.

31 Maciej Marszał, Sylwia Wójtowicz, „Kwestia ukraińska" w myśli politycznej Jana Stanisława Łosia 1919–1939,
wstęp do: Stanisław Łoś,  Sprawa ukraińska.  We wspomnieniach,  korespondencji  i  publicystyce,  Kraków 2012,  
s. VII.
32 Michał  Klimecki,  Ojczyzna  dwóch  narodów.  Polsko-ukraińska  wojna  o  Galicję  Wschodnią  1918–1919,
„Biuletyn Instytutu Pamięci Narodowej”, nr 7–8 lipiec–sierpień 2010, s. 3. 
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In the  long run,  Poland retrieved the lands  in  Western Galicia  pursuant  to  Polish-Ukrainian

alliance,  at  the  same time  acknowledging  independence  of  Ukraine33.  We should  also  bear  

in mind, that it was the area that faced battles and governments of several invaders; the area that

within  a very short time sustained two totalitarian regimes. During World War II in a barely  

ten years period between September 1939 and 1947 it had been spearheaded by Nazi Germans

and twice administrated by Soviet. Eastern European civilization created by Jews laid waste,

while  Poles  and Ukrainians  had been implementing  ethnic  cleansings  on each other  till  the

moment, when a solid border emerged between them. In a certain sense Operation “Vistula”

(Akcja  “Wisła”)  drew a curtain  over  the  history of  Galicia  and Volhynia  and generated  the

history of Ukraine and Southern-Eastern Poland34. 

The post-Yalta history moulded the imposed from above ways of remembering and obliteration

of the facts  that  did not  fit  into communist  vision.  Thus,  rewritten and rearranged narration

embraced  a  top-down  division  into  good  and  bad  participants  of  the  war  time.  That  led  

to indifference and relativism in the attitudes of masses of citizens of varied cultural, religious

and language background. [...] On behalf of Poland it was all but forgotten about the aftereffects

of Ukraine Famine (not discussed for a long time), whereas Holodomor had severely affected

psychological and physical conditions of Ukrainians mostly from Eastern part of the country.

Western narration mentioned by Timothy Snyder in  Bloodlands strengthened a popular belief

about Europe’s division along Soviet-Germany border line set in 1939; though it left out such

national  entities  as  Poland,  Baltic  countries,  Belarus  and Ukraine,  that  had been co-existing

within the territories occupied by two totalitarian regimes. On top of that, the misunderstandings

concerning the exact  crime location and its  methods obscure the true scale of the slaughter,

committed not only in extermination camps35.

Trans-border research of remembrance poses a challenge. That is down to two main reasons  

to the very least. The first can be explained by last witnesses and their families becoming fewer

and fewer with every year.  The second one lies in the attempts to embezzle the history and

design it through the prism of political and economic opportunism that leads to beclouding  

of  attitudes  and moral  assessments.  Polish researcher  Tomasz  Stryjek touched on the topic  

of capitalizing on remembrance of 1939–1953 events in Central Eastern Europe. At the same

time he predicted, that by about 2030 there would not have been any witnesses of the war and

Stalin repressions left. Hence, this will only become a step backwards in terms of investigating

33 Dokumenty i materiały do stosunków polsko-radzieckich, T. II, Warszawa 1961, s. 736–753.
34 Por.  Timothy Snyder, Skrwawione ziemie. Europa między Hitlerem a Stalinem, przeł. Bartłomiej Pietrzyk, 

Warszawa 2011,  s. 12–13.

35 Tamże, s. 13.
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remembrance and events of that time, and naturally will weaken the sense of social bonding with

events, whose participants were not properly appreciated (awarded or rehabilitated) […] 36.

Reconsideration and continuation of the research that have been impossible to conduct up to now

for a score of reasons, will be a beneficial input into establishment of a stable European society.

According to Slawoja Žiżka return of the deceased is an inseparable part of a situation, when 

a funeral ceremony had not been organized or had been amiss; due to the a.m. confirmation  

of every single death is so essential37. Inability to confirm the death actuates it. Answering for

one’s own wrong-doing should not result in a predicament of the nations. A worldwide economic

hegemony serves as a good example there – Germany, being a country with an exceptionally

hard past of totalitarianism, managed to take responsibility and create for its community long-

lasting values,  such as  jobs,  education,  economy,  development  and entrepreneurial  business  

at local level, also working closely on cooperation strategy with European and other countries.

Project  Reconciliation  through  difficult  remembrance,  whose  first  key  Polish-Ukrainian

expedition to Volhynia and the next one to Galicia were not a one-time event, has a defined

timeframe and research team. Being underway, it is in the process of constant advancement and

modification  that  causes  the  enhancement  of  the  project  objectives,  results  and  its  model

improvement.  The socio-educational  experiment,  that  primarily  had been doomed to  failure,

exceeded expectations of Polish and Ukrainian decision-makers. Over a period of the last two

years no amendments were introduced to the gist of the programme; whereas new partners joined

the team, while the current executors and participants gained new expertise. All of it positively

impacted on the quality of the collected documentation and means of boosting the community.

Methodological  apparatus  is  based  on  team  work  of  philologists,  sociologists,  historians,  

and  ethnographers  from  both  countries.  Our  activities  stem  from  complex  multi-layered

historical and political scenery, but their power is in non-standard vision, that does not fit the

mould of typical approach. Only by plunging ourselves into many different environments, such

as UPA and AK veterans,  “kresoviaks” or borderland groups,  students,  and what  is  of prior

importance – ordinary citizens – we can attain such results. It is a natural way to touch people

mundane lives, which are not orchestrated by those who rule the remembrance politics. [...]

36 Tomasz Stryjek, Ukraina przed końcem Historii. Szkice o polityce państw wobec pamięci, Warszawa 2014. 
37 Por. Andrzej Marzec, Drugie życie teorii, czyli myślenie (p)o końcu, w: Od pamięci biodziedzicznej 
do postpamięci, pod red. Teresy Szostek, Romy Sendyki, Ryszarda Nycza, Warszawa 2013, s. 155. 
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Particularly  evident  it  is  now,  when  we  are  faced  with  a  problem  of  identity  seeking  

and acknowledgment via “discovering similarities”38 .  Here, it  is not about a totally enclosed

process, but about a person self-defining itself through the Other one.

Exposure  and elimination  of  national  and  cultural  myths  is  gaining  momentum in  different

European  communities.  For  instance,  Galician  myth  is  an  essential  element  that  designs  

an identity of a non-Soviet Ukraine. I may be pretty alluring due to the inserted into it idea  

of tolerance and respect to cultures, languages and religion under the sign of Austro-Hungarian

Monarchy. Unfortunately, it may continue to occupy the bookshelves, never realized and utterly

altered, if Ukrainian society is further on deprived of knowledge and memory of the slaughtering

committed by organizations of OUN-UPA (predominantly in Volhynia), as well  as Ukrainian

nationalists  volunteers  enrolling  for  Division  of  the  SS  Galician.  Numerous  research  data,

sufficiently  confirmed,  speak  of  selectivity  of  human  memory.  It  often  stores  the  traces  

of  exclusively  tragic  or  happy events39;  it  is  on  these  two  opposites  that  favourable  social

memory is frequently based. The only question worth asking there is – Who designs it? For

whom? In this regard the researcher becomes not only a guide, who explores the culture, but  

as  well  a  promoter,  who  communicates  the  results  of  his  work  in  an  accessible  way.  He

personifies a live bridge between the investigated group (in this particular case – a diverse one,

and society – not less diversified) and the urge to reach larger groups of recipients (by means 

of English-translated versions likewise), where the knowledge of the a.m. topics is altogether

scarce40. As states Molly Andrews – this is the way that helps the scholars of seemingly foreign

the same as seemingly immediate cultures to struggle with the problem of wrong interpretation

and attribution of improper definitions to their customs and cultural code41. History the kind  

 oral history apart from being considered a separate individual kind of latter belongs to a cluster

of genres. This is due to the fact that oral history comprehension rests on the apprehension of the

artistic  creations;  on top  of  that,  it  makes  a  translator  retain  all  the  characteristic  traits  and

peculiarities in its work42.

38 Józef Tischner, Wiara w godzinie przełomu, w: Humanistyka przełomu wieków, pod red. Józefa Kozieleckiego,  
Warszawa 1999, s. 35.
39 Wiktoria Kudela-Świątek, Odpamiętanie..., s. 326.
40 Tamże, s. 115.
41 Tamże.
42 Tamże, s. 116.
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Materials, performance rate, parameters:

Exit interview and itinerary of the visited places – enclosed in part IV

Partnership – the process of discovering witnesses and fixing a meeting with them

Close cooperation – consultations with historians, regional representatives, residents, priests

Project implementation time: May–December 2014

Term of the undertaken field trips: July–October 2014

Number of the undertaken filed trips – 24 in Ukraine, 6 in Poland

Research team – 7 people from Poland and Ukraine

Principal characteristics:

Course of action – expedition, interviewing in mixed groups, public consultations;

Personal data protection – do not unveil personal information of the interviewed from received 
statements and written consents;

Conduction method – the talk is recorded with audio or video equipment; it follows a pattern 
of biographical interview;

Working procedures – depth interview is held by a team of researchers; the same group works 
on transcription and information processing in a close circle; results reinforcement method 
(diary); internet promotion; debate;

Method of public consultations – presentations in Lutsk, Ostroh, Ternopil, Ivano-Frankivsk 
(new contacts);

Visited places (recordings) – Chukva, Drohobych, Ivanivka, Kamianka-Buzka (Strumilova), 
Opaka, Pochaiv, Pidkamin, Staryj Dobrotvir, Voloshcha, Zady; Poland: such places as Zamość, 
Hrubieszów, Warsaw, Wlodowa;

Number of recorded witnesses in Ukraine – 19

Number of recorded witnesses in Poland – 12

Interlocutors’ overall characteristic – Poles, Ukrainians, 2 UPA veterans, 2 Polish Army veterans,
a Jewish survivor (a woman), Polish survivors, Ukrainians who rescued the Jews, residents of 
towns and villages, mixed families;

Supplementary documentation: Oral History Program of Drohobych, Reconciliation through 
Remembrance program; History without boundaries (www.oralhistory.blog.pl).

Subjects repeated in the collected stories 

• traditions, pre-war daily life, i.e. mixed marriages, pre-war education

• Ukrainians rendering assistance to Poles and Jews in World War II

• heroism, rightfulness, collaboration

• stories of the displaced, Operation Vistula
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• self-defence organizations and the 27th Volhynian Infantry Division

• demolition and burning of the churches, persecution of Ukrainians in 1938

• personal connection to Stepan Bandera

• life  in  partisan  underground,  resistance  to  Soviet  rule,  examples  of  aid-giving  to  Soviet
prisoners of war

• extermination of Jews

• identity and religious affiliation issues

• hiding Jews that were slaughtered by Ukrainian locals

• murder of a young newlywed Polish-Ukrainian couple by Ukrainian locals

• Ukrainians  assassinated  by  their  nationals  for  not  being  willing  to  join  the  ranks  
the Ukrainian Insurgent Army UPA or execute an order to kill in the name of APA ideology

• Polish Roman Catholic Church restoration

• Post-war life, daily routine in Kolkhoz 

Passing  through  the  villages  of  Western  Ukraine  nowadays  one  could  come  across

numerous localities, where Poles constitute a majority. These are people with Polish roots, but

overall ukranized. In modern mixed families traditions are cherished quite rarely, with an only

exception when a family is closely connected to Polish church. It enables them to talk Polish

more frequently and form religious communities in various villages or towns. In the meantime,

they lead their lives deeply engrossed in everyday monotony as Ukrainian citizens. A great deal

of the visited places still keeps the memory of Polish dwellers of the old times. Our interlocutors

strove to specify the population correspondent to the number of houses or families of Polish

origin. The memory of deported and displaced Poles is also still alive and it is possible to come

to know which houses belonged to them.

Demands, challenges, perspectives:

• the rush of getting to eye witnesses, they are becoming fewer with every single moment

• the necessity “to draw a person out” (“whispered history” circling in the family or the whole 
community)

• demand – in order to respond to it even research in “White Couriers” manner will be worth 
the effort43

43 Szlak oraz środowisko młodych odważnych przewodników opisał w swoich książkach drohobyczanin, który 
po wojnie wyemigrował do Wielkiej Brytanii. Zob. Marek Celt (Tadeusz Chciuk), Biali kurierzy, Warszawa 
1992.
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• continuation of the program aiming at establishing cooperation with Ternopil partners; 
consecutive field research in Polish localities

• the need to evaluate Ukraine respective to an open society of contemporary European Union

• the challenges of digitization – vast sources of montage and cutting-edge media should not 

become a goal in itself, but a neutral means of rendering the results of investigation, 

conserving values and traditions

• generalization of information concerning the neglected or unknown places of remembrance 
(cemeteries, mass graves, places, which are not marked, but stored in the memory of local 
communities)

• the want to encourage and unite separate organizations of similar initiatives

• personal gratitude – providing families with contacts, information (places of burial, rescue)

• fates of Polish people in present Ukraine are not well known, we should pay attention to their
bafflement in identifying their homeland

• in mixed research team some assessments are not being given straight and concealed so that 
not to offend the Polish part of the group, who has come to conduct investigation; and 
likewise with Ukrainians.

Conclusions, limitations:

• distrust  of  ongoing  developments  may  be  boiling  up;  that  directly  depends  on  political

relations of Russia and Ukraine. Heated situation between two states contributes to Ukraine

being more open towards Poland

• for the same reasons,  there is  a temptation or even an attempt to make sense of it  all,  

to forgive in the name of Christian values

• the  imposed  identification  criteria,  such  as  language-related  issues,  that  gives  rise  

to an unfounded fear to talk Polish or Ukrainian

• victims haggling wide-spread in journalistic discourse

• lack of standardized equivalents and terminology; interlocutors mainly resort to the following

names:  “Banderovcy”  or  Bandera’s  men,  “ours”,  “locals”,  “outsiders”  or  “not  locals”,

“Poles”.  (The UPA wording is  mentioned seldom, OUN or other organizations are  never

used)

• the post-memory of  the parents  regarded as  your  own, inability to recover  the facts  and

connect the dots due to the death of the last witnesses
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• exceptional eagerness to talk about particular criminals (no longer living), who originated

from the local community; tolerant treatment of their descendants

• observations of other culture translated into contemplation of your own history 

• increased awareness, historical consciousness

• additionally noted: need, impoverishment, preserved work ethic and work pace, hospitability,

rare examples of unwillingness to enter a conversation,  intensive work emigration to the

West (Poland, Czech Republic, Italy, Germany) in search of better life standards, cessation 

of inter-cultural differences search for purpose of social integration, readiness to look for

shared historic experiences (to tackle the issues of Pilsudski, the Home Army AK)

• conflict was not officially addressed, nor compromised was reached in regard to it, as it had

been in case of Pawłokoma or Ostrówki massacres; in the local community accountability

was accomplished on the basis of social agreement.

[…] Thus, wider perspective of the collected material popularization with reference to variable

ethical and axiological determinants must be taken into consideration. 

Works of the period of the 80s – beginning of the XXI century are of extreme interest.

There the percentage of respondents pointing to values which justify a sense of pride in historical

figures is the following:

In the age of constant transformations nothing has been changed in the attitude towards

the achieved in the sphere of science and culture; and we still take pride in some outstanding

individuals  based  on  the  same  criteria.  Nevertheless,  standards  for  evaluation  along  with

different  interpretation approach found themselves  on the  other  side.  Attitudes  towards  such

concepts as courage, sacrifice and heroism – were more important in 1987 than 2003, when,  

in turn, people paid more attention to the value of to the authority and charisma44.

Both parts engaged themselves in the process of rationalization and detachment, netting 

a shroud of silence around the fact who to be blamed in these tragic events and seeking their

determinant45.

What was an attention-grabbing factor in the talks with our witnesses is a different type

of  emotional  tension alien  to  next  generations:  apprehension,  fear,  and sorrow. In Last  year

44 Piotr T. Kwiatkowski, Czy lata III Rzeczpospolitej były „czasem pamięci”, w: Pamięć zbiorowa jako czynnik 
integracji i źródło konfliktów, pod red. Andrzeja Szpocińskiego,Warszawa 2009, s. 125–167. Por. Badania 
przeprowadzone przez CBOS.
45 Por. Lech M. Nijakowski, Kiedy krwawa plama staje się białą. Polityka pamięci związana z masakrami w XX 
wieku, w: Pamięć zbiorowa..., s. 179–180.
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expedition our witnesses shed some light on the situations not known before, for instance – when

Ukrainians turned each other in driven by personal ulterior motives: to take over the property 

or in other words the greed for wealth, to satisfy a personal long-cherished need.

Among other surfaced aspects were the following: 

• disunity in the groups of Ukrainian neighbors, when they were plotting and executing the

arsons of nearby Polish villages and slaughter of its dwellers (not in their villages)

• necessity to make head or tail of what had happened; compromise so as to go on with

one’s life after the war;

• attempt  of  an  individual  interpretation  on  moral  and  ethical  grounds  of  the  current

situation – Russian aggression towards Ukraine

• characteristic bilingualism (in the very least) of people born before the war, during it or 
residing not in the place of birth [...]

Public education context

The  execution  of  such  cross-disciplinary  projects  animates  social  and  cultural  life  

of communities triggering the process of enhancement of social competences and development

of different skills. As per European Union documentation (Brussels 2005) there are eight key

competences expanded by direct  and indirect  participants of the suggested project  not  only  

in scientific sphere but on a wide-scale basis as a repercussion of cognitive and popularizing

abilities, such as: being able to communicate freely in one’s mother tongue; command of foreign

languages; scientific thinking; good grasp of information processing technologies; self-learning

skills;  interpersonal,  social,  cross-cultural  and  civic  competences  along  with  creative

expression46.

It ought to be noted that such project model reaches out beyond the existing practices, but

slowly gathering pace in similar areas of work. Complex research of school system and broadly

defined civic  education conducted  in  USA in 90s  predicted  the  future  of  education heading

toward  a  game-changing  point  –  when  a  deep-rooted  hierarchic  model  gave  way  

to  participatory47.  Project  Reconciliation through  difficult  remembrance  is  heavily  oriented

46 Por. Andrzej Janowski, Raporty referencyjne, 3.11.2009, 
http://www.kwalifikacje.edu.pl/download/dokumenty/Artykul_prof.Andrzeja_Janowskiego_Raporty_referencyjn
e_Irlandii_i_Malty.pdf

47 Andrzej Janowski, Szkoła obywatelska. Amerykańskie doświadczenia – polskie potrzeby, Warszawa 2000, s. 36. 
Zob. model osi – tamże, s. 52.
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towards  working  with  community.  It  makes  an  effort  to  turn  exclusive  communities  into

inclusive ones that are ready to embrace open mind-set, new ideas and willing to change its

people and education approach48.

Appendix No. 1 Witnesses – selected testimonies [subset]

1 A. Interview with Teresa S. born in 1937 in Drohobych

On my father’s side of the family my grandfather worked at a salt factory here, he was 

a foreman; it was saltworks. My grandmother never worked, her husband did; it seems to me

there were five of them, they also had a maid to help around. As for my mom, she was originally

from [nearby] Mlynky […] Grandfather was Polish, from Bielsko-Biała; they came here to work

at the second plant.

Polish-Ukrainian mixed marriages, traditions, deportations

We were taught to treat each other kindly,  as friends; we didn’t have any difficulties.

Actually, half of the children were Poles (referring to boys); the girls were Ukrainian, baptized in

church. We celebrated Polish holidays, went to grandmother’s, celebrated Ukrainian ones too.

Well, my father’s sister later also married a Pole, afterwards they left for Poland. So, currently

they are in Gorzów, but they are no longer alive, their children live there. Then, in the 40s, when

Stalin realized deportations, they were told to sign in; thus, seemingly voluntarily, but in truth

forcefully, they were taken back to Poland.

Honorific title the Righteous Among the Nations

At least grandmother was born here, grandfather was Polish. He was even awarded a title

of that… it’s written in that book in Israel… how it’s called, those, who saved Jews – righteous

people; his very name is in that book.

It turned out that they were hiding Jews there, in Mlynky. Once, I arrived and saw a child

lying in a hayloft. I was wondering, who that child might be. “Grandma – calling – Who is that

kid?” – “Oh, you see,  children were playing hide-and-seek in the attic”.  Later on,  they left;

grandmother left and settled in Tomaszów in Bolesławiecki county. I have been there once, but

now don’t remember; near Legnica where Soviet troops were. After the grandfather’s death, she

48 Tamże.
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came back, but passed away waiting for citizenship.  Although, we came from such a mixed

family, it caused no problems, no one was humiliated.

Various attitudes of people whilst occupation

I,  for  instance,  resemble  a  Jew  very  much.  So,  people  calculated  and  took  them.  

I  remember it  distinctly,  as I  was on my way to a  hospital… nowadays  the street  is  called

Ternovskoho…Gestapo officers approached me. They addressed me: “Jew, why don’t you have 

a sew-on badge on your hand?” Jews and their children had to wear such badges. Therefore,  

I  was  asked,  why I  didn’t  have  one.  So,  she  (my friend)  says:  “No-no,  she’s  my brother’s

daughter. I can show you her birth certificate, let’s go – she is Ukrainian”, since I looked like a

Jew, even now do. The Jews reckoned that I was one of them. When I was a student in Kyiv,

Jews kept inviting me to their meetings (chuckles). There was one Schreyer – a Jew, he was

selling meat, so he always gave me the best, thought I was one of them. However, there were 

no conflicts among people, we lived in harmony.

Interview  recorded  by: Hanna  Zaremba,  Oksana  Hodovanska,  December  13,  2014,  Drohobycz.
Transcription: Hanna Zaremba, transl. And adapt. Sergii Miroshnychenko, Galyna Shportko, Aleksandra Zińczuk.

1 C. Conversation with Helena T. born (1957) and residing in Kamianka-Buzka

(Strumilowa) 

Mrs Helena, were your grandparents helping the prisoners of war?

Yes, yes.  They were hiding them, feeding. My grandfather was along with my grandmother

Rózia. They were normal easy-going people, had kind hearts. […] Everyone has a father and  

a  mother.  Meaningless  war… absolutely redundant. […]  Grandmother  was  Rózia  Fedzińska,

grandfather Teodor Kostiuk.

Where did they live? How were they helping?

They were hiding them in Zabuzzhia in the barn with food and not just once. I even can’t say

how many times, because somehow it escaped my memory [new it from stories of parents and

grandparents]. My grandmother described, that when they appeared, she always gave some salo

and some bread, and boiled eggs. She had been hiding them for as long as needed. Well… She

said, that sometimes dried their things, because they were freezing, soaked. Said (grandmother),

that didn’t have any clothes to give, because…
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Who had? They were poor themselves and the rest was.

Yes, yes. There were a cow, a piggy, some chickens and geese… We hadn’t ever been hungry.

Ever. I am 57. Thanks to God, we are managing somehow. […] Grandmother told about one

neighbor B. [died in Kamianka not long ago]; he was one of Bandera’s. Grandmother saw with

her  own eyes,  as  he  [tortured  to  death]  her  two friends,  cut  out  their  breasts.  Grandmother

described: “We were on a corn field, beyond it were another field and a forest. He was dragging

both of them. I couldn’t scream and I couldn’t stand still. I was numbed. As I was watching –

BANG! And there is nothing where breast was. I turned away and sat there, on that corn”.  

I recognized that it was B. He brutalized that poor girls no end. They were young girls… […]

Grandmother Katarzyna would say: “Rózia, don’t worry. No one will touch you. They won’t

come here...”

[…] When there were no Catholic churches and Orthodox churches were closed, people looked

for a priest to get on with life. Nowadays Orthodox churches are built, Catholic churches are

built, but only a handful attends them. At first, we had a “boom”. Everybody went: young and

old. Yet with time they moved away. I wish everything was in place: if there is unity of faith,  

if a person is practising, it  won’t result in what we are having in Ukraine. I wish that kind  

of unity to every nation. Sometimes I find myself thinking, that I don’t have a motherland… 

I wish every man had a motherland, the motherland that would be dear to his heart, the one, that

he would love. 

Interview recorded by: Krzysztof Bąk, Aleksandra Zińczuk, October 13, 2014, Kamianka Buzka. Transcription and

adapt.: Andrij Galaidin, Aleksandra Zińczuk.

Translation: Galyna  Shportko

Aleksandra Zi czuk ń – author and coordinator of the project “Reconciliation through Difficult Memory” 
(Volynia 1943, 2012, Eastern Galicia , 2014), culture programs coordinator based on oral history, 
memory studies. Leader of the Mowa ywa Group, activist. Author of over 70 publications in academic Ż
journals and non-serial publications.
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